
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Inside info
5 AC/DC power
9 First letters

14 Ski lift
15 Rachel’s sister
16 Cartoonist Wilson
17 Start of a quote by

Oscar Wilde
20 Very in Versailles
21 Martini’s partner in

wine
22 Parrot
25 Bad actor
26 Leader for a while?
29 Gets wind (of)
30 Little pits
32 Address for

Tussaud
33 Arias, often
34 Amatory
35 Self: pref.
36 Part 2 of quote
39 I doubt it!
41 One of the Borgias
42 Noxious cloud
45 Mineral in the raw
46 Three-spots
47 Eyeball-bending

pictures
48 Envelop
50 Those guys in Paris
51 City near

Rawalpindi
52 Disreputable
54 Evening in Venezia
55 End of quote
61 Davis of “Thelma &

Louise”

62 Elbe tributary
63 Pairs
64 Of days long gone

65 Adages
66 Put in order

DOWN
1 Bakker’s TV

letters
2 Kimono sash
3 Big galoot
4 Capital of South

Africa
5 Animated Fudd
6 Floral necklaces
7 End hunger
8 Graphic symbols
9 Has a birthday

10 __-Normandie
11 Former Chinese

leader
12 Women’s patriotic

grp.
13 Tolkien tree

creature
18 Angry states
19 1992 U.S. Open

winner
22 Expressions of

confusion

23 Corp. head
24 Lukewarm
25 Cheers
27 Tex. campus
28 Hanoi holiday
30 New converts
31 TCU or MIT, e.g.
34 Retired professors
37 New G.I.
38 Blacktops
39 In what manner
40 Timetable abbr.
43 Bruins’ great Bobby
44 Verizon, formerly
47 Rowers
49 “Common Sense”

essayist
51 Lascivious looks
53 Fed
54 Hasenpfeffer or

slumgullion
55 Time past
56 Theol. belief
57 Turkish honcho
58 __ Jima
59 __ crying out loud!
60 Boston hrs.
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Minnie miscounts

Test’s value depends on individual risk
Dear Dr. Roach: In my

local community, there is an
offer for an X-ray test ($99) to
see if a past smoker is devel-
oping lung cancer. It’s been
since 1996 when we both quit.
Our doctor says we don’t qual-
ify for the test because of how
long it’s been since we quit
smoking. Is he trying to say
that since we quit in 1996, we
will never get lung cancer?
What is your opinion? — B.
and G.

The test is called a low-dose
CT scan. It can find lung can-
cers, but the real cost of the
test isn’t the $99, it’s the pos-
sibility of a false-positive test:
something that looks like can-
cer but turns out, after biopsy,
to be a benign tumor. The
higher a risk someone has, the
more likely that any abnor-
mality the test finds is true
cancer and not a false positive
result, which is why the test is
recommended only for those
at high risk. In the study that

got the screening test recom-
mended by large groups, like
the U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force, about 25 percent
of all participants had a posi-
tive test, 95 percent of which
were false-positives.

Your doctor can’t say that
you won’t ever get lung can-
cer. He seems to agree, as do
I, with the current recommen-
dations that a person needs to
have smoked at least one pack
a day for 30 years (or equiva-
lent, such as 1 1/2 packs a
day for 20 years) and either
still be smoking or have quit
within the past 15 years to
benefit from screening. Doing
the low-dose CT scan on peo-
ple at lower risk makes the
risk of false-positives much,
much higher than the risk of
finding a true case of lung
cancer. A false-positive means
you would need a lung biop-

sy, and these can have major
complications.

Dear Dr. Roach: I work
a swing shift and do lots of
overtime, in addition to being
a busy father and husband. I
am very stressed. My friend
recommended the herb rho-
diola to reduce my stress
hormones and provide better
mood and energy. However,
I have high blood pressure
(well-controlled on lisinopril),
and the bottle says not to take
it if you are at risk of or being
treated for hypertension. Is
this a good supplement for
me? — S.F.

Rhodiola supplements,
taken as an extract of the root
Rhodiola rosea, have been
shown in several studies to
have benefits, especially in
reducing fatigue in people
with stress. It was also found
to have some benefit in peo-
ple with anxiety and depres-
sion. Most studies used doses

between 100 and 400 mg of the
SHR-5 extract.

Like any medication, this
has the potential for side
effects. It can be dangerous
to take in combination with
an antidepressant, and with
a long list of medicines that
are metabolized by a common
system (called the CYP3A4)
— your doctor can help you.
As far as blood pressure
goes, some blood pressure
medicines (not lisinopril) are
affected by this medicine, but
it can make blood pressure go
down in some people.

Finally, I was unable to find
a rhodiola supplement online
that was verified by an inde-
pendent third party, so if you
buy it, you are relying on the
manufacturer’s word that it
actually is rhodiola.

In summary, there is bet-
ter evidence for effectiveness
and safety of this supplement
than most. It might help you,
but it still has a small risk of
side effects.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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